Picture Archives and the Emergence of Visual History of Education

ISCHE 40 Pre-Conference Workshop and
3rd Workshop “Pictura Paedagogica Online: Educational Knowledge in Images”

at the BBF in Berlin, Warschauer Straße 36, 2nd Floor, Room 136

Convenors:
Stefanie Kollmann, Lars Müller und Sabine Reh (BBF, Germany)
Tjits van Ruiten and Jacques Dane (Nationaal Onderwijsmuseum Dordrecht, Netherlands)

Tuesday, August 28, 2018

09:00 – 10:30 Welcome

Oud Goud
Tjits van Ruiten (Nationaal Onderwijsmuseum Dordrecht, Netherlands)
Jacques Dane (Nationaal Onderwijsmuseum Dordrecht, Netherlands)
History Wallcharts Crossing Borders - The Series „Schoolplaten voor de Vaderlandse Geschiedenis” in Germany
Liane Strauß (University of Freiburg, Germany)

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 – 12:30 Macmillan’s Nature Classroom Pictures: How the Complications of Copyright Impede the Development of Digitized Archives
Sandy Eleanor Brewer (Oxford Brookes University, Great Britain)
Decoration in the Classroom
Panna Berta-Szénási (University of Pécs, Hungary)
A Visual History of Colonial School Architecture in Hong Kong 1921–1941
Meng (Stella) Wang (University of Sydney, Australia)

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch Break

13:30 – 15:00 Where Fandom Meets Science: Comic Archives, Comic Databases and the History of Education
Sylvia Kesper-Biermann (Universität Hamburg, Germany)
Engravings as a Blind Spot in the History of Education. Notes about a Private Collection
Sjaak Braster (Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands) and
María del Mar del Pozo Andrés (University of Alcalá, Spain)

DigiPortA
Gwendolin Schneider and Bettina Irina Reimers (BBF, Germany)

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 – 17:15 Imagining the World
Stefanie Kollmann and Lars Müller (BBF, Germany)

Automatic Image Processing in the Digital Humanities: A Pre-study for Children Books in the 19th Century
Chanjong Im and Thomas Mandl (University Hildesheim, Germany), Wiebke Helm and Sebastian Schmideler (University Leipzig, Germany)

Digital Resources and Tools in Historical Research
Lars Wieneke and Gerben Zaagsma (University of Luxembourg)

17:15 – 17:30 Closing Discussion

17:30 – 18:30 Library Tour of the BBF

Please register by August 6, 2018 with Stefanie Kollmann (E-mail: kollmann@dipf.de, phone: +49 (0)30 293360–37).
There is no admission fee, but the number of participants is limited to 35.